
WEST KALIMANTAN: This still frame grab taken from video provided by
environmental action group Greenpeace on October 6, 2015 from a drone
shows an aerial image of Indonesian fires burning around the edge of the
Gunung Palung National Park, a critical orangutan habitat, in nearby palm
oil concessions. — AFP 

JAKARTA: New aerial footage released yester-
day showed smoke billowing from Indonesian
forest fires as smog-choked Singapore’s biggest
supermarket chain announced a ban on prod-
ucts from a paper company accused over the
haze shrouding Southeast Asia.  Fires illegally
started to clear land for plantations on
Indonesia’s Sumatra island and the Indonesian
part of Borneo have for weeks belched out thick
haze, cloaking Singapore and Malaysia and
prompting the cancellation of outdoor events
and school closures.

The blazes are an annual occurrence during
the dry season, but scientists have warned this
year’s could be the worst on record due to an El
Nino weather system that has created tinder-dry
conditions in Indonesia. The drone footage
filmed by Greenpeace showed acrid haze rising
from dense jungle next to a national park, trees
reduced to fire-blackened skeletons, burnt peat-
land and a city shrouded in smog on the
Indonesian part of Borneo. “Companies destroy-
ing forests and draining peatland have made
Indonesia’s landscape into a huge carbon bomb,
and the drought has given it a thousand fuses,”
said Bustar Maitar, Indonesian forest project
leader for Greenpeace Southeast Asia. “The
Indonesian government can no longer turn a
blind eye to this destruction when half of Asia is
living with the consequences.”

Pressure mounted in Singapore, where air
quality has been unhealthy for weeks.
Supermarket chain NTUC FairPrice, which
belongs to a state-linked trades union,
announced the withdrawal of all paper products
sourced from Indonesian-owned Asia Pulp &
Paper (APP), which has corporate offices in
Singapore. The company’s suppliers are suspect-
ed of starting forest fires in Indonesia. Singapore

environmental and consumer groups asked
home furnishings giant IKEA and retailers 7-
Eleven and Watsons to certify that products they
sell are not sourced from companies accused of
causing fires in Indonesia. Sandra Keasberry, a
spokeswoman for IKEA Singapore, said the com-
pany “has not made any purchases from the
companies named in relation to the burning
practices leading to the haze”.

Mounting pressure 
Aida Greenbury, APP’s Jakarta-based manag-

ing director for sustainability, told AFP the com-
pany was working with the Indonesian military
to fight forest fires on suppliers’ landholdings,
where more than 10,000 hectares (24,000 acres)
had been affected. “If any suppliers are found to
have intentionally burned land, we will disen-
gage with them,” she said in a statement. “We are
ready to step up and do more to address chal-
lenges in the landscape.”

Tensions have been rising between the gov-
ernments of Singapore and Indonesia over the
haze. Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
asked Indonesia in a statement yesterday for an
“early response” to its requests for information
on “errant companies suspected of being
involved in the haze”. APP was asked by
Singapore’s National Environment Agency last
month to supply information on its subsidiaries
operating in Singapore and Indonesia, as well as
measures taken by its suppliers to put out fires.

The company said yesterday it had provided
information in response to the request.  Under a
2014 law Singapore can impose a fine of
Sg$100,000 ($70,000) for each day that a local or
foreign company contributes to unhealthy levels
of haze pollution in Singapore, subject to a maxi-
mum total of Sg$2.0 million. — AFP 
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MANILA: The son of late strongman
Ferdinand Marcos said yesterday that
Filipinos are no longer concerned
about human rights abuses commit-
ted under his father’s rule, angering
activists who said he wants people
to forget his father’s dictatorship,
which a popular revolt ended 29
years ago.

Speaking to reporters two days
after announcing he is seeking the
vice presidency in next year’s elec-
tions, Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos
Jr said Filipinos these days are more
concerned about their livelihood,
crime and other day-to-day prob-
lems.

Retired Commission on Human
Rights Chairwoman Loretta Ann
Rosales,  who was tortured and
detained under President Marcos,
said Marcos Jr., a senator, was gloss-
ing over a law passed in 2013 recog-
nizing and compensating victims of
human rights abuses during Marcos’
14-year strongman rule.

‘Not concerned’ 
In a wide-ranging forum, the 58-

year-old senator acknowledged yes-
terday that there have been many
allegations of human rights viola-
tions against his father but that
Filipinos “are not concerned about
that” these days.

“They are concerned about their
l ives today,” he said. “ We want
answers. Why are there drugs in our
streets? Why is the crime rate going
up at an alarming rate? Why is our
educational sector miserable? Why is
the distribution of wealth not hap-
pening? Why is the government not
doing anything  about it? Why is
there no infrastructure develop-
ment? Why is there no agricultural
development? This is what people
are worried about.”

He said the Marcos name will not
be a hindrance to his election cam-
paign. “I am the luckiest person that I
know, and being a Marcos is part of
that,” he said. “I have never felt it to
be a burden. I have only felt it to be
an advantage, a blessing, and I am
very thankful that I am a Marcos.”

President Marcos declared nation-

wide martial law in 1972, a year
before his term was to expire. He
padlocked Congress, ordered the
arrest of political rivals and left-wing
activists, and ruled by decree until a
“people power” revolt drove his fami-
ly into exile in 1986.

He denied any wrongdoing,
including charges of amassing and
hiding hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in Swiss banks, before he died in
Hawaii three years later. His widow,
Imelda, and their three children were
eventually allowed to return home.

A Hawaii court has found the eld-
er Marcos liable for human rights

violations and awarded $2 billion
from his estate to compensate more
than 9,000 Filipinos who filed a law-
suit against him for torture, incarcer-
ation, extra-judicial killings and dis-
appearances. More than 75,000
Filipinos have filed compensation

claims under the law providing repa-
rations for victims of human rights
violations, according to the govern-
ment board reviewing the claims.

Leave to historians 
Marcos Jr said he leaves the

events of 1986 to historians to judge
while he focuses on being a public
servant. “In my heart of hearts, I truly
believe that I was put on this Earth to
serve, to be a public servant and that
is what I will continue to do until the
day that I die,” he said.

Rosales said other laws to protect
human rights,  such as the Anti-
Torture Act and the Anti-Enforced
Disappearance Act, were inspired by
“the rich experiences of the people’s
struggle” against President Marcos.
“ The mindset (Marcos Jr) instills
among the people is to keep them
ignorant of the truth,” she said. “It is
the height of political arrogance and
elitism, so much like his father.”

In an interview with ABS-CBN tel-
evision two months earlier, Marcos Jr.
did not directly apologize to the vic-
tims of abuses. “We have constantly
said that if during that time of my
father, there were people who were
knocked down or who were not pro-
vided assistance or they were victim-
ized in some way or another,  of
course we’re sorry that that hap-
pened. Nobody wants that to have
happened,” he said.

Bonifacio Ilagan, vice chairman of
Selda, a group of former political
detainees, who was severely tortured
by Marcos’s military, said “much of
the Marcos regime is still with us,”
alleging human rights are still being
violated. He said Marcos Jr ’s vice
presidential aspiration shows the
“Marcoses’ delusion of returning to
power to re-establish their brand of
anti-people and fascist rule.” — AP 

PYONGYANG, North Korea: While North Korea
prepares a big show to mark the 70th anniversary
of the ruling Workers’ Party, the daily struggles of
life outside the capital - such as finding clean run-
ning water and putting nutritious food on the table
year-round - pose a harsh, but largely unseen, con-
trast to the grand celebrations the world will see
Oct 10.

North Korea’s anniversary spectacle promises to
be world-class. Masses of citizens will be mobilized
to march, chant and hold up placards on cue to
create huge images praising the party and leader
Kim Jong Un. To make sure Pyongyang looks its
best, extensive construction projects have consid-
erably prettied up the capital, which is far and
away the most developed city in North Korea and
is even relatively comfortable for the increasingly
affluent segment of its populace. But life in the
provinces, and particularly in rural areas, is quite a
different story.

Hordes of visitors 
Ahead of the arrival of the hordes of visitors,

dignitaries and foreign journalists who are now
beginning to descend on Pyongyang for the cele-
brations, an Associated Press Television News crew
was allowed to join the Red Cross on a visit to one
of those communities in Sinyang County, which is
just 150 kilometers from Pyongyang but takes
three hours to reach by car on mostly unpaved
roads. Instead of the new high-rise apartments and
bicycle lanes that have been put up in Pyongyang
for the party anniversary, the people there are now
just beginning to enjoy a far more fundamental
improvement in their lives - disease-free running
water. The area is still recovering from serious
flooding and landslides from 2006 to 2013 that
caused many deaths and destroyed homes and
basic infrastructure - roads, bridges and the water
distribution system.

Seeing a dire need, the Red Cross got involved
in 2013 with projects to re-establish a clean water
system for 10,000 people in Sinyang and small-
scale food processing facilities, which help people
to make the most of what they can grow and
reduce the amount of time and labor they used to
have put in to get the food to the table.

Simple greenhouses set up with Red Cross sup-
port mean the local community can now produce
vegetables all year round. Though hunger is
uncommon in Pyongyang, where the population is
far better off than elsewhere, the only vegetable
available in winter to many people in the country’s
hardscrabble rural areas is pickled kimchi.

Hygiene improved 
“People’s hygiene and awareness has improved

and the most important thing is that water-borne
disease has been reduced,” said local Red Cross
chairman Ri Won U. “Before it used be 35 percent of
disease cases, now it’s less than 5 percent.” Chris
Staines, the head of the International Red Cross in
Pyongyang, said Red Cross projects aim to help
people in the simplest and most effective ways -
which he said is crucial in places like Sinyang
because of the area’s cold and harsh winters.

But even with the Red Cross support, a great
deal of work remains to be done. The population of
Sinyang County is 58,000, but just 15,000 have
benefited from the Red Cross efforts so far. At the
end of the trip to Sinyang, the Red Cross - which is
hoping to expand its projects further visited one of
the areas where its help has not yet arrived. There,
an old woman sat outside her home scraping corn
off recently harvested cobs. The dry corn will be
ground into flour to make food. In the North
Korean countryside, this is a common sight.
Everything must be done by hand, from the fields
to the home. 

In Pyongyang, meanwhile, residents have been
spending much of their time over the past few
months practicing their mass routines, which will
l ikely culminate in a torchlight event on
Pyongyang’s Kim Il Sung Square. And though the
city was lit brightly Tuesday night, Pyongyang’s res-
idents have also had to make some sacrifices. In
the run-up to the anniversary, power for civilian
use, always a scarce commodity in the North, had
been diverted to priority, anniversary-related proj-
ects.

Further hinting at what’s in store come Saturday
- and at North Korea’s political priorities - fighter
jets blazed through the skies of the capital Tuesday
in preparation for what is expected to be a major
military parade on the morning of the anniversary
day. Based on North Korean rhetoric in recent
weeks, analysts had thought there was a possibility
of a more provocative display: a rocket launch,
aimed at placing a satellite in orbit, that the UN
and US would consider an illegal test of long-range
missile technology. US observers and the South
Korean defense ministry, however, now view a pre-
anniversary launch as unlikely. — AP 

Indonesia fires rage on as 
pressure rises in Singapore

SYDNEY: Police arrested four people yester-
day in connection with the slaying of a civil-
ian police worker in a Sydney suburb that
officials have said they believe was linked to
terrorism. More than 200 officers swooped
into homes in western Sydney and arrested
the men, aged 16 to 22, as part of their inves-
tigation into the killing of Curtis Cheng, New
South Wales police said. A fifth man was also
arrested during the raids on unrelated fraud
charges.

Cheng, a police finance worker, was shot
by an Iranian teenager while leaving work in
the western Sydney suburb of Parramatta
last Friday. The killer, 15-year-old Farhad
Jabar, was shot dead by police. Police believe

the killing was politically motivated and
therefore linked to terrorism, though they
say Jabar’s specific motivations remain
unclear and he has not been linked to any
terror group.  They also didn’t know whether
Cheng was personally targeted, or targeted
more generally because he was a police
employee.

Police don’t know what the association
might be between Jabar and the men who
were arrested yesterday, and Deputy
Commissioner Catherine Burn declined to
say what part officials believe they played in
last week’s shooting beyond allegedly having
knowledge of the attack. But police don’t
believe Jabar acted alone.

“Today’s operation is a clear indication of
our determination to actually find out who
murdered Curtis Cheng and to take all neces-
sary action that we possibly can,” Burn told
reporters. “It’s a very, very serious concern
that in the heart of our community there is
attack planning that is underway and that
may have led to what we saw on Friday.”
Some of the men arrested yesterday were
also investigated during a massive series of
counterterrorism raids in Sydney last year,
Burn said.

Terror raids 
Jabar, who was born in Iran and lived with

his family in the Parramatta area, was not on

officials’ radar before Cheng was shot. Burn
acknowledged that police had no idea he
was a threat, despite his alleged association
with those investigated during last year’s ter-
ror raids. That prompted questions about
whether police should have been paying
closer attention to him.

“For 24 hours, 7 days a week, people go
and do certain things and it’s a reality of life
we can’t be everywhere with everybody at
every single second of the day,” Burn said. Neil
Gaughan, acting deputy commissioner of the
Australian Federal Police, confirmed reports
that Australian police were working with offi-
cials in Turkey to locate Jabar’s sister, who is
believed to have flown to Istanbul shortly

before Cheng was killed. Gaughan said there
is nothing to suggest she was involved in the
attack, but police want to talk to her about
what she may have known about her broth-
er’s plans. Australia has been struggling to
cope with a string of homegrown terrorism
crimes involving teenagers. In September
2014, an 18-year-old was shot dead by police
after stabbing two counterterrorism police
officers in Melbourne. In April, several teens
were arrested on suspicion of plotting an
Islamic State group-inspired attack at a
Veterans’ Day ceremony. And in May, police
arrested a 17-year-old in Melbourne and
accused him of plotting to detonate three
homemade pipe bombs. — AP 

Four arrested in Sydney’s ‘terrorist linked’ killings 

Ferdinand: Filipinos do not 
care about father’s abuses

Activists say he wants people to forget 

As Pyongyang readies show, 
rural life still a struggle

HONG KONG: A year ago, Hong Kong’s famous-
ly busy streets were shut down by pro-democ-
racy protesters in the so-called “Umbrella
Movement” - a moniker that came from the
umbrellas used by demonstrators to fend off
pepper spray used by police early in the nearly
80-day face-off. Students, retirees and others
took to the streets to express their opposition to
Beijing’s plan to restrict candidates in elections
for the city’s top leader. Hong Kong is a semiau-
tonomous part of China, with its own legal sys-
tem, free-wheeling press and local government,
but is ultimately under Beijing’s rule. The move-
ment, also called Occupy Central, saw thou-
sands of people gathering at rallies and camp-
ing out in the streets. The demonstrations fiz-
zled out as the government stuck to a hard line
and authorities eventually cleared out the
protest camps.

Today there is little physical sign of Hong
Kong’s biggest turmoil since its handover from
Britain in 1997, but the event appears to have
sparked a political awakening among many of
the city’s younger generation amid signs of
mainland China’s tightening grip. Last year,
Associated Press photographer Vincent Yu cap-
tured images of a number of these protesters
and asked them, “How has Occupy changed
Hong Kong? And what’s the future of the move-
ment after the protest?” Nearly a year later, Yu
took photos of the same group and asked, “Has
the Umbrella Movement accomplished any-
thing? If so, what?”

Melvin Lee, 43
THEN: “We have never been this resolute,

never this determined. ... Hong Kongers will be
more concerned with issues on rights, and be
more careful on its political policy. They will not
simply allow others to represent them ... but
instead will express their views by themselves.”

NOW: “It has no result practically. However,
after the 79 days (of) Occupy, we can see clearly
whether a person is a man or demon. As far as I
can tell, it provoked concerns and actions of a

large group of young Hong Kong people
toward current affairs and politics.”

Mo (only surname given), 23
THEN: “Many Hong Kong people have wok-

en up. ... I firmly believe Hong Kong people will
fight for the things they want.” 

NOW: “I think Occupy tells Hong Kong peo-
ple that peaceful protests won’t achieve any-
thing.  After Occupy, neither democracy, univer-
sal suffrage nor the separation of powers were
successfully achieved. I believe this has made a
small amount of Hong Kongers know only a
more radical way of protests can fight against
authorities.”

Kelvin Lee, 22
THEN: “It has made many students begin to

show political awareness. ... Honestly, in the
imminent short term, Hong Kong will not have
too many changes. But in the long run, this
movement is an important milestone.”

NOW: “Even though the end of Umbrella
Revolution did not make any significant
changes, it increased the attention of society.
And though there were many contradicting
opinions made, it awoke people, especially
teenagers, to how the society was changing.”

Hacken Tse, 39
THEN: “It has increased people’s civil aware-

ness, but the youngsters have yet to learn many
things. ... The development of the movement
has come to a time when they should take a
turn, but they still haven’t realized it. Some peo-
ple just want to get the aura of glory, yet have
done nothing since the beginning. They don’t
know their rights and duty.” 

NOW: “The Umbrella Movement has
brought out an answer for those selfish people
who hate politics that civil education, political
livelihood and civil obligations are inevitable.
After the handover, democratic politics and the
rule of law are something that every Hong
Konger should learn about in his lifetime.” — AP 

Mixed views on what 
HK protests achieved

MANILA: Philippine Senator Ferdinand “Bongbong”
Marcos Jr gestures during a media forum yesterday two
days after announcing he is seeking the nation’s second
highest office in next year’s national elections, at sub-
urban Quezon city. — AP 

PYONGYANG: North Korean women wearing traditional dresses gather for rehearsals, yester-
day in preparation for the 70th anniversary of the founding of their country’s ruling party on
Oct 10. — AP 


